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Abstract

A proposal is made to base parallel evaluation of functional programs on graph reduction combined with a form of

string reduction that avoids duplication of work. Pure graph reduction poses some rather difficult problems to imple-

ment on a parallel reduction machine, but with certain restrictions, parallel evaluation becomes feasible. The restric-

tions manifest themselves in the class of application programs that may benefit from a speedup due to parallel evalu-

ation. Two transformations are required to obtain a suitable version of such programs for the class of architectures

considered. It is conceivable that programming tools can be developed to assist the programmer in applying the

transformations, but we have not investigated such possibilities. To demonstrate the viability of the method we

present four application programs with a complexity ranging from quick sort to a simulation of the tidal wav es in the

North sea.

Ke y words: divide-and-conquer parallel algorithms parallelgraph reduction

reduction strategy program annotation program transformation joblifting

1. Intr oduction

Several parallel architectures have been proposed to support the reduction model of computation. These are based

on either string reduction1, 2, 3, 4or on graph reduction.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12It is often claimed, that for most applica-

tion programs, graph reduction is more efficient than string reduction. This is due to the fact, that computational

work may be shared; upon completion of the work, the result may be used by all interested parties. In this part of

† This work is supported by the Dutch Ministry of Science and Education, dienst Wetenschapsbeleid
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our paper a mixed reduction model based on normal order evaluation is proposed, which shares some of the advan-

tages of both string and graph reduction.

1.1. Astorage hierarchy

In graph reduction, a program being executed is represented as a connected graph. Therefore, the graph must be

kept in a single storage space. Such a storage space can be implemented in a distributed fashion. Inorder not to

reduce the advantages of sharing, the more frequently non-local accesses occur, the more efficiently they must be

performed. In its full generality, this brings about some difficult problems, in particular in the area of garbage col-

lection.13

Our basic model of a distributed architecture is that of a communication network, with processing elements at the

nodes. Each processing element has its private store. In most implementations of such architectures, the latency of

an access to a non-local store is larger by several orders of magnitude than that of a local access. The slow access

is usually implemented in software by interprocess communication through a (serial) data-communication net-

work. Fast access to the local stores is based on exactly the same principles, but the implementation details are dif-

ferent. The communication network is usually a fast parallel bus and the interprocess communication occurs

between hardware implemented processes of both the memory and the processor. We do not want to dwell on these

details but only stress the large difference in speed between local and global access. An implementation should

acknowledge this fact by introducing a distinct category of access primitives for global respectively local access.

The purpose of parallel reduction is to speed up computation with respect to sequential reduction. This is achieved

by steering the evaluation process in such a way, that reducible expressions appear, which are suitable for evalua-

tion by separate processing elements. The criteria for the selection of such redexes are manifold. For example the

granularity of the redexes and their storage requirements play a role. The elected redexes are henceforth called

jobs.

In our proposal, programs are annotated via the use of a special primitive function. This provides the mechanism

by which jobs are announced at run time. When invoked, the subgraph that represents a job is isolated from the

rest of the graph, and made self contained. The subgraph is transferred to the private store of the processing ele-

ment, which is given the task of normalising the job. Upon completion, the resulting subgraph is merged with the

original graph. The previously mentioned global access primitives are used exclusively to implement the transfer

of jobs and results. The local access primitives are used to dereference pointers in subgraphs, create new nodes etc.

An important consequence of this evaluation strategy is that application programs must (be made to) exhibit the

right kind of locality in space. Otherwise it is inefficient to evaluate jobs in isolation. String reduction provides this

locality in a natural way. Therefore we borrow this property by implanting it in a graph reduction system and show

that the disadvantages of string reduction can be avoided.
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Our attention is devoted mainly to the development of methods by which applications can be made to exhibit local-

ity in space. This has the advantage, that the choice of reduction system can be separated from issues involved with

parallelism. In our opinion it does not matter whether a parallel grain is actually evaluated as one reduction step, or

as a number of reduction steps. It is far more important that the grain size, the communication cost and the parallel

overhead are well balanced. Since the proposed method is not dependent on any particular reduction system, we

also benefit from the more practical advantage that our attention is not sidetracked by new dev elopments in the

area of fast sequential reduction methods. Since our project was started, three such discoveries were published.14,

15, 16

1.2. Applications

Given a particular application, two different methods can be applied to obtain an optimum in the trade-off between

the amount of parallelism and the grain size of parallel computations:

Data partitioning

This technique applies when the grain size of an application is too large and can be reduced to produce more

and finer grains.Divide-and-conquer algorithms use this technique and are the subject of study in the

remainder of this paper. Data partitioning can be summarised as:

F (union (a, b))→ union ((F a)in parallel with (F b))

Data grouping

The grouping technique may be applied when the grain size is too small, but an abundant amount of parallel-

ism is available. Several small grains may be combined into one larger grain, as is shown in the following

example:

ParMap F (1..10)→ SeqMap F (1..5)in parallel with SeqMap F (6..10)

Although the example strongly resembles the divide-and-conquer strategy, the mechanism is different. The

function ParMap is a parallel version of the sequentialmap(apply to all) function,SeqMap. In the example

ParMap distributes each function application (F i), for i ∈ 1. . 10to a different processor, whereasSeqMap

performs five applications ofF in one “grain”.

Not all applications may benefit from parallel evaluation on our system. In particular, if the efficiency of a pro-

gram is based on sharing, which is the case with for instance the Hamming problem,17 then we accept that it can-

not benefit from parallel evaluation.

In the remainder of the paper we will concentrate on the mechanisms and policies involved in creating and per-

forming “jobs”.
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2. Job creation

A multiprocessor architecture without a global store limits the amount of parallelism in a functional program that

can be usefully exploited, because the communication cost to transport an expression from one local store to

another will often dwarf the gain that is obtained by the parallel reduction of that expression. For this reason we

have decided only to allow parallel reduction of certain expressions that comply with the notion of a job. We

assume, that initially a single expression is presented for evaluation. There must be a significant amount of work

involved in this main expression. A job is defined as a reducible expression with the following properties (the so

called job conditions):

1. A job is a closed subexpression (i.e. it contains no free variables).

2. It’s normal form is needed† in the main expression.

3. For all concurrent jobs, the communication cost to transport a job must be less than the sum of the reduction

costs of the other jobs.

Only subexpressions that are jobs can be submitted to another processor in order to be reduced (in parallel to the

main expression and other jobs) by a separate reducer process. It is the responsibility of the programmer to ensure

that all job conditions are met. Otherwise parallel evaluation may even cause performance degradation.

The restriction of parallel reduction to jobs bears the following advantages:

• Data communication can be based on jobs (and their results) as the smallest quantity of data to be trans-

ported. Communication overhead is small compared to communication cost, since in our proposal not just a

single packet is transported,7, 12but a complete subgraph.

• Since a job is a closed subexpression, it can be reduced in a separate address space. As a consequence no

global garbage collection is needed.

• The process reducing a job is not disturbed by other reducing processes trying to access parts of the job,

because all other processes also reduce closed expressions. A reducer only communicates if it needs the

result (normal form) of a job submitted by the reducer itself.

• The parallel reduction of a set of jobs starting at the same time is faster than the sequential reduction of these

jobs, provided that sufficient processors are available. The problem of achieving a near optimal distribution

of jobs over the available processors during run time has to be solved by an additional load balancing mech-

anism. Thecalculation of optimal schedules is pursued in part II of this paper.

To prove the last point we need to formalise job condition (3). Suppose there aren jobs with communication cost

ci and reduction costsi , i ∈1 .. n, whereci and si are measured in the same time unit. Job condition (3) then

† A subexpressionM is needed in a contextC[M ] if and only if M is reduced to normal form whenC[M ] is reduced to normal form.
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becomes:

(1)
i ∈1..n

∀



ci <

n

k=1, k≠i
Σ sk





What we want to prove is that the longest job (communication included) takes less time than all jobs in sequence

(without communication), i.e.:

(2)
n

k=1
Σ sk >

n

k=1
max (sk + ck)

From (1) it follows that:
i ∈1..n

∀ 

ci + si <

n

k=1
Σ sk




and therefore (2).

The intuitive version of job condition (3), namely
i ∈1..n

∀ ci < si is not sufficient to proof (2). Counter example: two

jobs withc1 < s1 , c2 < s2 andc1 > s2.

2.1. Sharing

To illustrate the consequences of the job concept for parallel graph reduction we will consider the graphical repre-

sentation of expressions and rephrase job condition (1):

1. Therepresentation of a job is a subgraph (i.e. there are no references to nodes external to the job).

This condition does not allow for two (or more) jobs to share a subgraph. In the illustration of figure (1) graphsA

andB share the subgraphC. Therefore, graphA does not qualify as a job because it contains an external pointer to

C.

@ A @ B

@ S

@ C

Figure 1 : An external pointer

There are several reasons not to extend the definition of a job to support these external pointers:

• Before submitting a job (B) all sharing nodes (such asS) hav eto be discovered and flagged. This is neces-

sary because otherwise the process trying to reduce a sharing node (S) would not know where to find the

result (C). The discovery of sharing nodes is a time consuming process because the whole graph has to be

traversed and marked.
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• The amount of work to reduce a shared expression might be small.

• After the reduction of jobB it is not certain that the expressionC has also been reduced. This is the case for

example ifC is not needed in expressionB (e.g.B = if “ true” then. . . elseC). So A might have waited for

a result and still have to do the work.

Considering these difficulties we have decided not to support sharing between jobs and to keep jobs completely

self contained. This implies that sharing may only occur within a job. In the example of figure (1) it means that

before sending away job B the subexpressionC is copied, and both jobsA andB will reduceC.

2.2. Duplicationof work

The performance gain attained by parallel reduction might well be cancelled by the duplication of work inherent to

ordinary string reduction, as is shown in the illustration of figure (2).

A BD E

C

F

Figure 2 : Nested sharing

The jobC is reduced twice, once as part of jobA and once as part of jobB. Howev er, since D andE are contained

in C and shareF , F is computed twice forC and thus four times forA. The solution is to reduceF first, supply its

normal form toD andE and then reduceC etc. A special parallel reduction strategy has been designed (the “sand-

wich”-strategy) that avoids duplication of work. It is demonstrated with practical examples that divide-and-con-

quer algorithms can be converted into sandwich programs.

2.3. Thesandwich strategy

In a system that exploits strict operator parallelism, a simple job administration is all that is necessary. For exam-

ple, if some reduction sequence encounters the redex (TRIPLUS xy z), the addition can not be performed until all

arguments have been normalised (in parallel). Hence there is no need for the job corresponding to argumentx to

reactivate the addition before jobsy andz have completed or vice versa.

In contrast to strict operator parallelism, a general parallel reduction strategy would allow for any subexpression to

be treated as a job. Although more flexible, this has the disadvantage that the administration of jobs is more com-

plex. Suppose, that the generation of parallelism is triggered by annotating subexpressions. For the application
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cited above there are several possible ways to annotate one or more of the three arguments. Any completely nor-

malised argument will cause the addition to be reactivated, with the chance that no further progress can be made

because some of the arguments are still unavailable. The sandwich strategy combines the advantages of the simple

job administration required for strict operator parallelism and the possibility to annotate arbitrary subexpressions,

at the detriment of some flexibility.

A sandwich expression is defined as a needed function application (G x1 x2
. . . xn) with the following restrictions

(the sandwich conditions):

1. ThefunctionG is strict† in all argument positions.

2. Eachargumentxi of G is a function application (Hi ai1 ai2
. . . aiki

) where:

3. ThefunctionHi is strict in all its arguments.

4. Eachexpression (Hi ai1 ai2
. . . aiki

) satisfies the job conditions.

5. TheexpressionsHi anaij are in normal form.

Given a sandwich-expression, the sandwich strategy now runs as follows:

• Submit all function applications (Hi ai1 ai2
. . . aiki

) as separate jobs to be reduced in parallel.

• Wait for the results of all submitted jobs and continue with the normal order reduction ofG, applied to the

results just received.

The sandwich strategy never duplicates work, because when jobs are submitted and copying takes place, all terms

in question are in normal form (Hi and aij ). Thus only normal forms are copied and these, by definition, do not

contain work. The strategy has been named a “sandwich” because it consists of one layer of parallel and applica-

tive evaluation between two layers of normal evaluation.

In the framework of the SASL programming language18 a new primitive function has been introduced, which

implements the sandwich strategy. The general form of a sandwich application is:

sandwich G (H1 a11
. . . a1k1

) . . . (Hn an1
. . . ankn

)

Apart from parallel evaluation, the expression is equivalent to:

G (H1 a11
. . . a1k1

) . . . (Hn an1
. . . ankn

)

Thesandwichfunction evaluates the applications (Hi ai1
. . . aiki

) in parallel. As soon as the results of these eval-

uations have become available, normal lazy evaluation resumes.

† A functionG with arity n is strict in argument positioni if for every possible redexR, R is needed in(G x1
. . . xi−1 R xi+1

. . . xn).
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Summarising, we propose to perform graph reduction within a job and string reduction without duplication of

work on the parallel job level. The sandwich strategy exploits strict operator parallelism, but allows the program-

mer to define the operator.

3. Job control

The sandwich strategy provides the means to generate an abundant amount of parallelism, since jobs may contain

sandwich expressions, which create new jobs etc.

There are two points worth noting:

• Since we strive at obtaining best results with divide-and-conquer problems, it may be assumed that creating

more jobs implies that the individual jobs become smaller (in terms of computational work), up to a point

where job condition (3) no longer applies.

• For large problems, an uncontrolled expansion of the population of jobs will outgrow even the most power-

ful architecture.

Some form of “job control” is necessary to prevent the system from being flooded with small jobs. A good control

mechanism would not unduly restrain parallelism, because idle processing elements are a waste of resources. In

general the control mechanism must be adaptive to the load of the system.

In the architecture proposed here, there is no need for an application independent control mechanism, since all

divide-and-conquer algorithms provide a “handle” for regulating the generation of jobs. It is sufficient to make the

parallel divide phase conditional to the grain size of the potential jobs. A consequence of the relation between the

amount of work involved in the individual jobs and their number is, that a mechanism aimed at keeping the grain

size large enough will automatically restrain the number of jobs. A threshold on the grain size is necessary and

sufficient.

In the next sections examples are given of how the grain size of jobs in divide-and-conquer problems can be calcu-

lated and controlled at source level via program transformation. In most other proposals, this control is exerted at a

lower level,10, 19, 20which makes it harder to devise good heuristics.

4. Application of the sandwich strategy

As a first example of transforming a divide-and-conquer algorithm into a version suitable for parallel evaluation

we consider the quick sort algorithm. The principle of our transformation also applies to other divide-and-conquer

algorithms, as will be shown by a parallel version of the fast Fourier transform, Wang’s algorithm for solving a

sparse system of linear equations and a hydraulical simulation program.
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4.1. Quicksort

Figure (3) shows the quick sort algorithm in SASL.21 Before proceeding we will briefly introduce the aspects of

the SASL programming language that we need here. A function definition in SASL may consist of several equa-

tions. For instance in figure (3) there is one definition ofQuickSort, with two alternatives selected by pattern

matching on the actual argument. If the list to be sorted is empty, which is written as (), the empty list is produced

as the answer. In the second equation, the formal argument toQuickSort specifies a pattern (a: x), which is

matched with the actual argument whenQuickSort is applied to a non-empty list. During the pattern match the

head and the tail of the actual argument are made accessible asa and x respectively. In the WHERE definition

something similar happens. The result of the applicationSplit a x ( )  ( ) must be a list, the head of which is made

accessible asm and the tail asn.

When applied to a non-empty list,QuickSortselects the heada of the list and supplies this element as the pivot to

the functionSplit. The tail x of the input list is split around the pivot in two sublistsm andn. These sublists are

subsequently supplied to recursive inv ocations ofQuickSort. The symbol (++) denotes the infix operator that

appends the right list argument to the left one. When (:) is used as an operator in an expression it prepends a new

head to a list.

In theSplit function a conditional is used to collect the list elements with a value lower than the pivot in the accu-

mulating argumentm. The remaining list elements are collected in the second accumulating argumentn. The

arrow (→) connecting a condition and a clause should be read asthen. The else clause of the conditional is

Split a y m (b: n).

QuickSort( ) = ( )

QuickSort(a: x) = (QuickSort m) + + (a: (QuickSort n))

WHERE

m: n = Split a x ( )  ( )

Split a ( ) m n = m: n

Split a (b: y) m n = b < a → Split a y (b: m) n

Split a y m (b: n)

Figure 3 : Sequential quick sort application

To obtain a parallel version of a program, subexpressions that can be evaluated in parallel must be annotated. To

achieve this we use angular brackets (‹ and › ), which obey the same syntactic rules as the normal parentheses.

An expression between matching angular brackets is a job. Figure (4) shows the version of theQuickSortfunction

after annotation with job brackets. The annotation has to be provided by the programmer.
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QuickSort( ) = ( )

QuickSort(a: x) = ‹ QuickSort m› + + (a: ‹ QuickSort n› )

WHERE

m: n = Split a x ( )  ( )

Figure 4 : Quick sort annotated by the programmer with job brackets

A program annotated with job brackets can be transformed more or less automatically into a version with sand-

wich expressions. A formal description of the transformation may be found in chapter 6. In the remainder of this

chapter we will introduce the principles of the transformation by means of a series of examples.

The transformation requires two steps. The first step, which we call job lifting, recognises expressions between job

brackets. Job lifting generates an auxiliary functionG that satisfies the sandwich conditions. In figure (5) job lift-

ing has replaced the body ofQuickSortby a sandwich expression ofG.

QuickSort( ) = ( )

QuickSort(a : x) = sandwich′ G (QuickSort m) (QuickSort n)

WHERE

G P Q = P + + (a : Q)

m : n = Split a x ( )  ( )

Figure 5 : The job lifted version of quick sort

If both applications ofQuickSort in figure (5) were to be reduced in parallel, the application (Split a x ( )  ( ))

would be copied and reduced twice. To solve this problem, we introduce a variant sandwich′ of the sandwich

primitive, which normalises all theaij (in casum andn) before jobs are created. This has the effect of normalising

the application (Split a x ( )  ( )) before the creation of the jobs.

For the sandwich strategy to be effective, both recursive applications ofQuickSort in figure (5) should contain

enough work to outweigh their communication cost (job condition 3). This may be achieved by imposing a lower

limit on the length of the listsm and n. Figure (6) shows the final version of theQuickSortprogram, with con-

trolled application of the sandwich strategy as obtained by a second transformation step. We call this step the grain

size transformation. The length of the list to be sorted is taken as a measure of the grain size, since the amount of

work is O (length2 log length).

The normalisation forced by the variant sandwich′ is no longer necessary. The reason is, that to determine the

lengths of the sublistsm andn, both will have to be normalised. The comparisons to theThresholdtherefore serve

a dual purpose: controlling the grain size and forcing normalisation. Although the final version of the quick sort

program has a complex appearance, it should be noted that most of the code is generated by two program transfor-

mation steps.
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Threshold= 100

QuickSort( ) = ( )

QuickSort(a : x) = length m> Threshold→
length n> Threshold→

sandwich G(QuickSort m) (QuickSort n)

QuickSort m+ + (a : QuickSortseq n)

length n> Threshold→ QuickSortseq m + + (a : QuickSort n)

QuickSortseq m + + (a : QuickSortseq n)

WHERE

G P Q = P + + (a : Q)

m : n = Split a x ( )  ( )

.....................................................................................................................................................................................

QuickSortseq ( ) = ( )

QuickSortseq (a : x) = QuickSortseq m + + (a : QuickSortseq n)

WHERE

m: n = Split a x ( )  ( )

Split a ( ) m n = m: n

Split a (b : y) m n = b < a → Split a y (b : m) n

Split a y m (b : n)

Figure 6 : Final parallel version of the quick sort program.

The cost involved in the control mechanism that is introduced by the grain size transformation has to be weighed

against the benefits from parallel evaluation. The optimal value of theThresholddepends on properties of the sys-

tem configuration. Both issues are pursued in part II of this paper.22

4.2. Thefast Fourier transform

The fast Fourier transform processor is an early example of parallel computer architecture. Though several differ-

ent organisations have been proposed for these special purpose processors,23 none of them exploited the divide-

and-conquer strategy to obtain parallelism, because the divide-and-conquer strategy requires many processors

executing the same algorithm and processors used to be an expensive resource.

Unlike the quick sort algorithm the fast Fourier transform perfectly divides the data into two equal parts at each

recursive inv ocation. This should allow for an optimal processor utilisation. Using a free mixture of conventional

mathematical notation and SASL syntax, the essential part of the program with the job annotation is shown in fig-

ure (7).
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fft 1 r
→
d =

→
d

fft n r
→
d = ‹ fft halfn halfr →u › + + ‹ fft halfn (halfr + 128) →v ›

WHERE

halfn = n / 2

halfr = r / 2
→u = →x + →z
→v = →x − →z
→x , →y = split

→
d halfn

→z = →y * exp (halfr * i * π / 128)

Figure 7 : The annotated 512-point fast Fourier transform program

To simplify the presentation, the length of the data-list to be transformed has been fixed to 512 elements, which

explains the origin of the constant 128 in the program. Furthermore the result list produced by this program is not

in the right order and has to be passed through a reorder function, which is, again for the sake of simplicity, not

shown. For a fixed length fast Fourier transform, like the one in figure (7), the reorder function can be replaced by

a fixed mapping. The function application (split
→
d n) produces a pair of lists of which the first one contains the first

n elements of
→
d and the second one contains the rest of

→
d (again n elements). The function application

( fft 512 0
→
d) performs a 512-point fast Fourier transform on the list

→
d that contains 512 complex numbers. All

arithmetic on the vector variables is assumed to be complex. A vector of complex numbers is represented by a list

of pairs, where each pair contains a real and an imaginary part.

Since thefft function already requires the length of the list of data as a parameter this information is readily avail-

able for the purpose of controlling the grain size. The transformation from the version of the program shown in fig-

ure (7) to the final sandwich version with threshold control can be performed according to the guidelines of chap-

ter 6.

4.3. Wang’s algorithm for solving a sparse system of linear equations

Many mathematical models of physical reality consist of a set of partial differential equations. An important step

in approximating the solution of such a set of equations is to solve a large set of linear equations. The correspond-

ing matrices often appear to be in a tri-diagonal or block tri-diagonal form. Wang has proposed a partitioning algo-

rithm to achieve parallelism in the elimination process of a tri-diagonal system.24 According to Michielse and van

der Vorst25 a slightly modified algorithm is well suited for local memory parallel architectures. The basic idea of

the algorithm is to divide a tri-diagonal matrix in equally sized blocks and to try elimination of these blocks in par-

allel. The two edge blocks (top left and bottom right) are extended by a zero column, to obtain the same size as the

other blocks. Figure (8) shows how a 12× 12 matrix can be split into three blocks.
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0

0
u u 0 0 0

u u u 0 0

0 u u u 0

0 0 u u u

u u u 0 0 0

0 u u u 0 0

0 0 u u u 0

0 0 0 u u u

u u u 0 0

0 u u u 0

0 0 u u u

0 0 0 u u

Figure 8 : Partitioning of a tri-diagonal matrix (u ≠ 0)

Each block can now be eliminated in parallel. Figure (9) illustrates the effect of this part of the algorithm on one

block (i.c. the centre block of figure 8).

u u u 0 0 0

0 u u u 0 0

0 0 u u u 0

0 0 0 u u u

v v 0 0 f 0

f 0 v 0 f 0

f 0 0 v f 0

f 0 0 0 v u

Figure 9 : First elimination in one block

The elimination algorithm is designed in such a way, that the fill-in that arises (shown by the letterf in figure 9) is

confined to the first and fifth columns of the partition. The reason for this confinement becomes apparent when two

adjacent blocks that have been processed are shown together, like blocks A andB in figure (10).
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v v 0 0 f 0

f 0 v 0 f 0

f 0 0 v f 0

f 0 0 0 v u

A:

v v 0 0 f 0

f 0 v 0 f 0

f 0 0 v f 0

f 0 0 0 v u

B:

f 0 0 0 w 0 0 0 f 0

Figure 10 : Elimination at the borders of the blocks

The rightmost column containing the fill-in of matrixA is the same column as the leftmost column of matrixB,

which also contains fill-in. When the top row of block B is used to eliminate the right most value (u) at the bottom

row of block A, the latter row only contains non-zero values at the row positions where fill-in still has to be elimi-

nated (see the result in figure 10). If the same elimination is performed on all pairs of border rows of adjacent

blocks, the resulting bottom rows of all blocks together constitute a tri-diagonal matrix. Figure (11) shows this

subsystem for the example matrix and the result of the elimination. This can be achieved either directly with Gauss

elimination or if the system is large enough by recursive application of the partitioning algorithm.

0 w f 0 0

0 f w f 0

0 0 f w 0

0 x 0 0 0

0 0 x 0 0

0 0 0 x 0

Figure 11 : Elimination of the subsystem

After restoring the rows of the solved subsystem into their original positions as bottom rows of each block (see the

left matrix in figure 12) it can be observed, that it is possible to eliminate all the fill-in of a block locally, only

using the bottom row of the next higher block. This final elimination step is shown in figure (12) and again all

blocks can be processed in parallel.
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0 ... x 0 0 0 0

v v 0 0 f

f 0 v 0 f

f 0 0 v f

f 0 0 0 x

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1

Figure 12 : Final elimination

The SASL program that implements the algorithm is shown in figure (13).

Partition matrix= ParMap SecondEliminationmatrix2

WHERE

matrix2 = SequentialPart matrix1
matrix1 = ParMap FirstEliminationmatrix

ParMap f (a : ( )) = ( f a) : ( )

ParMap f (a : x) = ‹ f a › : ‹ ParMap f x ›

Figure 13 : Skeleton of Wang’s algorithm in SASL with annotation

The functionFirstElimination incorporates the first local block elimination, which is shown in figure (9). The

results of this first parallel step are gathered intomatrix1, which is subsequently reduced sequentially tomatrix2 by

the functionSequentialPart. The latter implements the pair-wise border row elimination of figure (10) and the

Gauss elimination of bottom rows from figure (11). Finally, the second local block elimination, which is shown in

figure (12), is performed by the functionSecondElimination.

Parallelism is enforced by the functionParMap, which assumes its second argument to be a list. In order for

ParMap to yield a correct result, thematrix should be structured as a list of blocks: (block1 , block2 , block3 , . . . ,

blockn). This list structure does not cause a performance penalty, because it is traversed in a linear sequence by

ParMap. The grain-size of the parallel computations of this program is completely determined by the size of the

blocks into which the matrix is initially divided. In contrast to the previous examples, there is no need for dynamic

grain size control (see also figure 24).

5. An extension of the reduction model to support persistent results

The sandwich strategy imposes a restriction on the type of applications that may be alleviated without loosing the

advantages of the strategy. For instance during the first phase of the computation in Wang’s algorithm, each job

assigned to process a diagonal block of the matrix produces “fill in”, which must be eliminated during the third

phase. The values needed for this elimination are calculated in a second phase. The Gauss elimination in that phase
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only requires the values of the matrix elements in the bottom rows of the matrix blocks. The remaining matrix ele-

ments are returned with the results of the first phase, only to be incorporated in new jobs when the third phase is

started. So a large part of the matrix is transported twice: once as result of the first phase and once as part of a job

in the third phase. The structure of the computations in the third phase is the same as that of the first phase, hence

the matrix blocks will probable arrive at the same reducer as before. It would have been more efficient to keep the

blocks in their respective places and connect the jobs generated during phase three to the “persistent” blocks.

A mechanism is proposed, by which a subexpression of a result can be marked, with the following interpretation:

• The marked subexpression in a result is replaced by a “remote name” when the result is returned to its cre-

ator. Instead of the subexpression, only the remote name is transmitted.

• After transmission of the result, the marked subexpression is saved, with its remote name, for future use on

the current reducer.

• When a remote name appears in a job, it will be allocated to the reducer that contains the corresponding

(marked) subexpression such that they may be combined to form a complete job. The marking is then auto-

matically destroyed.

A remote name is a unique identification of a subexpression. Except that it is generated and destroyed during

reduction, a remote name is similar to the names that may be given to expressions in functional programs.A

potential job must not contain more than one remote name, since these may be bound to different physical loca-

tions. Outside a job a remote name has no meaning. Furthermore, it may never be dispensed with explicitly, since

this would leave an otherwise unreachable subexpression behind, which can not be garbage collected.

5.1. Thesandwich and own functions

The primitive functionown generates a remote name and causes its argument to become a marked subexpression;

otherwise it has the same semantics as the identity function. It is sufficient to mark just the root of the graph that

represents the subexpression. A remote name is recognised by thesandwichfunction, if it appears as one of theHi

or aij in its second argument. The restriction to certain positions has the advantage, that the implementation of the

sandwichfunction does not have to search for remote names throughout the graph that represents its second argu-

ment.

In the example shown in figure (14) theown function marks the head of the result list, which is returned by the

functionH . The latter reuses the value ofnewheadduring its next application.
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repeat oldheadoldtail 1

= oldhead: oldtail

repeat oldheadoldtail n

= repeat newheadnewtail newn

WHERE

newn= n − 1

newhead: newtail = sandwich′ G (remote oldheadoldtail newn)

remote oldheadoldtail n

= n = 1 → newhead: newtail

(own newhead) : newtail

WHERE

newhead: newtail = H oldhead oldtail

H a x = (a + 10) : (x + 7)

G (a : x) = a : (x + x)

Figure 14 : Cooperation of thesandwichandown functions

To clarify the operational semantics of theown and sandwichprimitives, a number of reductions will be shown

that appear during the evaluation of the application (repeat0 0 3). There are two processes involved in this reduc-

tion sequence. These have been namedparentandchild. The steps carried out by thechild process are shown off-

set to the right in figure (15).

step parentprocess stepchild process

1 repeat0 0 3

2 sandwich′ G (remote0 0 2)

3 remote0 0 2

4 H 0 0

5 (own10) : 7

6 G (“ remote name” : 7)

7 repeat“ remote name” 14 2

8 sandwich′ G (remote“ remote name” 14 1)

9 remote10 14 1

10 H 10 14

11 G (20 : 21)

Figure 15 : The evaluation of (repeat0 0 3)

The first application of thesandwich′ function (step 2) is a normal sandwich expression. It creates a job, which is

evaluated by the child process. The “remote name” is generated by the application of theown function in step 5. It

is returned with the result, while the value 10, which it represents is left behind. Via the application ofG (step 6),
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The remote name is passed to the next invocation of repeat (step 7). The secondsandwichapplication (step 8)

generates a new job, which carries the remote name back to the child process, where it is replaced by the subex-

pression 10. By then, the third parameter to the functionremotehas the value 1, such that instead of a (new)

remote name, the value 20 is returned with the result. The computation is finished whenG has produced its result.

In the implementation of this mechanism no global name directory is required, because a remote name carries a

system wide address of the expression it represents. This address can be used to send a job containing a remote

name fromanywhere in the system back to the creator of the remote name.

5.2. Aparallel hydraulical simulation

A functional program that implements a mathematical model of the tides in the North Sea26 has been transformed

into a version that will run efficiently on a parallel local memory architecture by the use of theown function in

combination with the sandwich strategy. To be able to apply thesandwichfunction, the original program, which

contains cycles, has to be transformed into a program without cycles. Details of this transformation can be found a

paper by one of the authors.27 Here only the essential skeleton of the program will be used to clarify the annota-

tions.

Without the use of theown function the tidal model would retransmit large matrices on each iteration of its main

recursion. Consequently the program would run much less efficient on a parallel local memory architecture. The

Wang partition algorithm, presented in section 4.3, only suffers a small loss in efficiency without the own-annota-

tion, due to the fact that the matrix blocks are only retransmitted once during the whole calculation.

The physical model of the tides repeatedly updates a matrix that contains approximations of the x-velocity, the y-

velocity and the wav eheight of the water in each point of a spatial grid. In a parallel version of the program the

matrix can be split into as many blocks as the degree of parallelism requires. We only present a partitioning of the

matrix into two blocks, to concentrate on the annotation issues. Figure (16) shows the main recursion of the pro-

gram, which is started with two partitions calledLeft andRight. These partitions will be updated in parallel.

main LeftRight n= repeat Update1 (Left : (Right : (LeftBorderOf Right))) n

repeat f x 0 = GetRemoteData x

repeat f x n = repeat f ( f x) (n − 1)

Figure 16 : The main recursion of the tidal model

The functionUpdate1 submits the matricesLeft andRight to different processors, where the actual updating takes

place in parallel. All subsequent recursive inv ocations ofUpdate1 will only transmit remote names instead of real

matrices, due to the application of theown function in the remote processors (see below). Therefore a special
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functionGetRemoteDatais provided, to force the transmission of the actual matrices at the end of the main recur-

sion. Figure (17) presents the functionUpdate1. The process of the updating itself is split into two phases, after

each of which communication of one border of the matrices takes place. The first phase updates the x-velocity in

both matrices and is implemented by the functionsUpdateXleftandUpdateXright. In the second phase both the y-

velocity and the wav eheight are updated by the functionsUpdateYHleftandUpdateYHright. Both update phases

are dependent on each other and have to be run in sequential order. The left and right parts of each update phase

are executed in parallel.

Update1 M = ‹ UpdateYHleft Left1 › : ‹ UpdateYHright Right1 BorderOfLeft1 ›
WHERE

(Left1 : BorderOfLeft1 ) : Right1 = Update2 M

Update2 (Left2 : (Right2 : BorderOfRight2))

= ‹ UpdateXleft Left2 BorderOfRight2 › : ‹ UpdateXright Right2 ›

Figure 17 : The two phases of the updating with annotations

The illustration of figure (18) shows the desired communication structure ofUpdate1 andUpdate2. The dashed

arrows represent the transmission of remote names, whereas the solid arrows denote communication of real data.
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UpdateXleft

own

Left

UpdateYHleft

Update2

Update1
UpdateXright

own

Right

UpdateYHright

Left2

Borders2

Left1

Right2

Right1

Borders1

“left” processor “right” processor

Figure 18 : Communication structure of the tidal model

When transforming the definitions ofUpdate1 andUpdate2 to sandwich versions, the normalising variant of the

sandwich has to be used, to obtain the correct sequence of both updates. Once the evaluator requires the result of

the functionUpdate1 (see figure #fig twophase#), reduction continues with the normalisation of the arguments

Left1, Right1 and BorderOfLeft1. This normalisation in turn forces the evaluation ofUpdate2. So Update2 will

execute prior toUpdate1. The updating of the x-velocities will run in parallel, yielding the normal formsLeft1,

Right1 andBorderOfLeft1, directly followed by the parallel updating of the y-velocities and wav eheights.

Figure (17) shows the need for theown function to avoid redundant data communication. After completion of

UpdateXleftthe resulting matrixLeft1 is returned and passed unmodified as an argument toUpdateYHleft. The

updating of matrixRight2 follows the same pattern. Both matrices are received as a result to be immediately

retransmitted as an argument to the next updating phase. If the functionsUpdateXleftandUpdateYHleftwould be

evaluated on the same processor, the matrixLeft1 could be retained in this processor and a remote name could be

returned instead. The same applies to the matrixRight1 and the functionsUpdateXrightandUpdateYHright. The

only real data to be returned and retransmitted is theBorderOfLeft1, which travels from the “left” processor to the
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“right” processor. Figure (19) shows the annotation that is necessary to obtain the desired behaviour:

UpdateXleft Left2 BorderOfRight2 = (own Left1 ) : RightBorderOf Left1
WHERE

Left1 = updateXleft Left2 BorderOfRight2

UpdateXright Right2 = own (updateXright Right2)

Figure 19 : Retention of the left matrix

The functionUpdateXleftreturns a remote name for matrixLeft1 and real data for the border ofLeft1. The actual

updating takes place in the functionupdateXleft(without capital U).UpdateXrightjust returns a remote name for

matrix Right1. Both functions retain the actual matrices in the processors they hav ebeen assigned to by the sand-

wich. Because the remote namesLeft1 and Right1 are passed as arguments to respectively UpdateYHleftand

UpdateYHright, applications of the latter functions will subsequently be allocated as jobs to the processors where

the matricesLeft1 and Right1 reside. By retaining the matrices a considerable saving of communication cost is

achieved. If the size of the matrix isn then without the own function the amount of data to be communicated

would have beenn × n, whereas now the information to be transmitted is of the order ofn.

The functions of the second updating phase are similar to those of the first phase. Because the main recursion of

figure (16) appliesUpdate1 to its own output, one can see that the results ofUpdateYHleftandUpdateYHrightare

also redirected without any modification into the next iteration ofUpdateXleftand UpdateXright. Figure (20)

shows the annotation that is necessary to retain the matrices in their respective processors and to return the actual

data of the border ofRight1:

UpdateYHleft Left2 = own (updateYHleft Left2)

UpdateYHright Right2 BorderOfLeft2 = (own Right1 ) : (LeftBorderOf Right1 )

WHERE

Right1 = updateYHright Right2 BorderOfLeft2

Figure 20 : Retention of the right matrix

As before, the update functions (without a capital U) in figure (20) perform the actual updating of the matrices.

The function to force the transmission of the remote matrices at the end of the main recursion is shown in figure

(21):
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GetRemoteData(Left : Right) = ‹ I Left › : ‹ I Right ›

Figure 21 : Retrieval of both matrices

Both Left andRight will always be remote names during the iteration of updates, due to the effect of the own func-

tion (see figures 19 and 20). The two jobs in figure (21) will therefore be sent to the processors whereLeft and

Right happen to reside. Upon reception of these jobs the remote names will be deleted and after the evaluation of

(I Left) and (I Right) the result (Left andRight) will be returned. No more retention takes place, because the jobs

no longer contain theown function. Finally the two matrices are paired to represent the state of the tidal model

aftern iterations.

6. Formal description of the transformation schemes

In the previous sections we have presented several examples of application programs with jobs that are annotated

by job brackets. Only in the first example (QuickSort) the proposed job-lifting and grain size transformations were

actually carried out, resulting in a parallel version of the application. In this section we present a formal descrip-

tion of the transformations that is sufficiently general to handle all given example programs.

To describe the job lifting and grain size transformations it is sufficient to define a set of functions operating on

restricted syntactic domains.28 In particular, no knowledge of the expression syntax of SASL is needed.The

required domains are listed in figure (22). From the basic domains the abstract syntax shown in the same figure

constructs two composed domains: the set of tokens and the set of sequences of tokens. It should be noted that the

job brackets are included in the token domain. No higher level syntactic structures need to be recognised in order

to describe the transformations.

Syntactic variables and their domains:

I : Identifiers

L : Literals

O : Operators

T : Tokens

S : Sequences

Abstract syntax:

S ::= T | S T

T ::= I | L | O | WHERE |= | ( | ) |→ | ; | ,

Figure 22 : Syntactic domains and abstract syntax of a definition with jobs
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The two main transformation functions are JL (job-lifting) and GS (grain size). Four additional functions are used:

SQ (sequential), LF (left grain size test), RF (right grain size test) and AF (annotation). The latter three functions

are application dependent and should be specified for each application separately. That is why their names are pro-

vided with a suffix F , which represents the name of the function being transformed. The function AF decides

which of the two sandwich functions to use, either the strict one (sandwich′ ) or the non-strict version (sandwich).

The left and right grain size tests (RF and LF ) generate predicates that yieldTRUEwhenever the grain size of the

jobs is above an application dependent threshold.

The transformation functions JL, GS and SQ are defined independently of the application by the equations of fig-

ure (23). The job lifting function (JL) transforms a given function definition into a version where the two jobs are

lifted from a general expression into a single function application. JL also generates a sequential version of the

annotated application that will be called when the grain size drops below the threshold.Next the lifted function

definition is passed to the grain size transformation (GS), which inserts the grain size tests and the sandwich appli-

cation. Theauxiliary transformation function SQ serves to replace the name of the function being transformed by

the unique identifierFseq.

Conventions for variables: Conventions for constants:

F : Identifiers G, P,Q : Identifiers

T : Tokens

a, g : Sequences

b, c, d, e, f : Sequenceswithout occurrences of WHERE or =

JL [[ F a = b ‹ c › d ‹ e › f WHERE g ]] =
SQ [[ F ]] [[ F a = b (c) d (e) f WHERE g ]]
GS [[ F a = G (c) (e) WHERE G P Q = b P  d Q f

g ]]

JL [[ F a = b ‹ c › d ‹ e › f ]] =
SQ [[ F ]] [[ F a = b (c) d (e) f ]]
GS [[ F a = G (c) (e) WHERE G P Q = b P  d Q f ]]
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GS [[ F a = G (c) (e) WHERE g ]] =
F a = LF [[ a ]] [[ g ]] →

RF [[ a ]] [[ g ]] →
AF G (c) (e)

G (c) (SQ [[ F ]] [[ e ]] )

RF [[ a ]] [[ g ]] →
G (SQ [[ F ]] [[ c ]] ) (e)

G (SQ [[ F ]] [[ c ]] ) (SQ [[ F ]] [[ e ]] )

WHERE g

SQ [[ F ]] [[ F a ]] = Fseq SQ [[ F ]] [[ a ]]
SQ [[ F ]] [[ T a ]] = T SQ [[ F ]] [[ a ]]
SQ [[ F ]] [[ T ]] = T

Figure 23 : Equations job lifting and grain size transformation

The transformation schemes JL and GS can deal with a function that contains more than one equation. The vari-

ableF matches the function name in the first equation and the variablea matches all tokens until the equals sym-

bol (=) in the equation with the job brackets (‹ and › ). Similarly the variableg matches all remaining equations.

Figure (24) shows the functions AF , LF and RF to be used for the transformation of the application programs pre-

sented in the previous sections. Together with the transformation schemes of figure (23) they generate parallel

sandwich versions of the presented application programs. In those cases, where the grain size predicates are identi-

cal to the functionTRUE, the conditional statements generated by the grain size transformation can be simplified.

LF RF AF

QuickSort length m> Threshold lengthn > Threshold sandwich

FFT halfn > Threshold halfn> Threshold sandwich′
Wang TRUE TRUE sandwich′
Wa veUpdate1 TRUE TRUE sandwich′
Wa veUpdate2 TRUE TRUE sandwich′
Wa veGetRemoteData TRUE TRUE sandwich′

Figure 24 : The functions AF , LF and RF for all applications

7. Relatedwork

In our opinion locality is an important concept in computer architecture.For instance the success of virtual mem-

ory is largely based on locality in space exhibited by most programs. The current proposal can be classified as a

“locality first” design, which makes it different from most contemporary research in the area. Related work will be
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characterised by the importance attached to the phenomenon of locality in space.

A “ divide-and-conquer” combinator was first introduced by Burton and Sleep.6 The main topics in their paper are

network topology and load distribution strategy. A general annotation scheme for theλ-calculus is developed by

Burton,29 which is also applicable to for instance Turner’s combinators. The annotations can be used to control

transportation cost of parallel tasks. Although the notion of self contained subexpressions is introduced, the paper

does not concern itself with problems associated with practical graph reduction. In recent work, McBurney and

Sleep20 propose a paradigm that models divide-and-conquer behaviour. Their results are based on experiments

with transputers but the paradigm is not used in a functional context. Linear speedups are reported for small pro-

grams.

The “RediFlow” architecture10 provides a global address space, but locality is supposed to be inherent to the func-

tion level granularity. Divide-and-conquer applications are mentioned as one possible source of parallelism. The

problems associated with a template copying implementation ofβ-reduction in an implementation of theλ-calculus

form one of the major topics of another paper by Keller.30 The way a closure is implemented brings about some

locality.

The “serial” combinator8, 31 is introduced as an optimal grain of parallelism in the context of fully lazy, parallel

graph reduction. The practicality of the approach is demonstrated using a network of processing elements, each

with a local store only. The architecture supports a global address space, in which each processing element is

responsible for a portion of the store. Locality is supposed to be maintained by the way tasks are diffused to the

processing elements to which references exist. In contrast to this approach, the sandwich strategy and job concept

may be viewed as a combination of user annotated strictness and user annotated combinators. In addition we pro-

pose a “threshold” mechanism to dynamically control the grain size of parallel computations. Theown function is

a user annotated optimisation of data transport.

The “GRIP” proposal11, 13avoids the locality issue by using a (high speed) bus as the connection medium between

all major system components (processing elements and intelligent storage units). The machine exploits conserva-

tive parallel strategies and a “super” combinator32 model of reduction. In the “FLAGSHIP” machine, both

dynamic task relocation and local caches are supposed to increase locality of the fine grained packet rewriting on a

local memory architecture.12

8. Conclusions

In a parallel graph reduction machine, the optimality of grains of computation depends on properties of the appli-

cation program and the machine architecture. Based on some commonly observed properties of distributed archi-

tectures, a class of application programs has been designated, which if transformed and annotated according to our

guidelines will benefit from parallel evaluation on these architectures. In principle our method tries to adapt the

locality of the applications to that of the architecture by copying expressions. Duplication of work is avoided by
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changing the order of the calculations. Suitable grains of parallel evaluation are obtained by grouping certain com-

putations.

Program transformations are necessary to obtain sufficiently large grain computations. With realistic applications

these transformations require substantial effort. However because of the referential transparency property of func-

tional programs this effort is less than that incurred in general concurrent programming. It is conceivable that pro-

gramming tools can be developed to assist the programmer in applying the program transformations, but we have

not investigated such possibilities.

The sandwich evaluation strategy bridges the gap between divide-and-conquer algorithms and distributed architec-

tures. The method developed to apply this strategy is independent of the functional programming language used.

The proposed evaluation strategy will fit most normal order graph reduction systems.

The practicality of the proposed annotations is demonstrated by transformation of four applications, ranging from

the fast Fourier transform to a tidal model, into versions that will run efficiently on parallel machines based on a

local memory architecture.

The control over the generation of parallelism and the grain size is exerted by the applications, rather than by the

system. Heuristics for grain size control are tailor made to the application program and are therefore a guarantee

for best results.

By choosing adequate values for a “threshold” parameter, the maximum number of jobs may be kept within limits

acceptable to the concrete architecture. This topic and the two more practical issues related to the optimal value of

the threshold (see at the end of section 4.1) will be pursued in part II of this paper.22
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